Especially since the reported Roswell UFO
strange medical examinations inside space ships.
incident in 1947, many have wondered about flying
Strange and surgically precise bloodless cattle mutisaucers and life on other planets. Many now believe
lations (and even some human mutilations) are anan alien flying disc, with bodies, did crash in New
other indicator for some, as well as intricate crop
Mexico. While all that may be intriguing to ponder,
circles. For many, no official announcement of
there has correspondingly arisen a terribly dangerous
extraterrestrials is needed. They are convinced
spiritual threat to souls because of UFOs! That
that intelligent alien life does exist, they have made
threat has come from alleged information being
contact with Earth, and they want to know more
communicated from supposed alien beings reout of curiosity from such technologically adgarding: God and his existence, his creation, our
vanced beings. That includes some bible-believing
souls, the Lord Jesus Christ himself and the like!
people and that is where it can become dangerous
Those spiritual messages from supposed “aliens”
for some.
are ridiculously bizarre at times and highly conThe thirst for answers over UFOs and aliens
tradictory to the message of God’s word. That is
has strangely led into the spiritual. One doing a
very important to know.
casual investigation of UFOs would never think it
The big issue is not if aliens exist or not. The
does, but that is not the case. If one digs deeper and
has knowledge of scripture, it becomes apparent that
real issue is spiritual truth. All of a sudden the
the written word of God—the bible—is being flatly
credibility of the bible is questioned, in the minds of
opposed by the alien extraterrestrial beings, assumsome, because of such unproven “alien” statements.
ing: (1) aliens really exist in the first place and (2) the
Those spiritually dangerous alleged communications
communications which are
from ETs, which outrightly
The big issue is not if aliens exist or not.
presented as coming from
conflict with God’s written
The
real
issue
is
spiritual
truth.
ETs are accurately their mesword, are poisonous—possibly deceiving multitudes of
sages. Hence, those wild and
unwary people.
lethal attacks on the biblical message are based on
Of course, there is no official incontrovertible
mere unproven assumptions from unverified
proof of alien life visiting our planet per se—only
sources! Even if the source of those statements
strange skeletal evidence from the past, various
would somehow be verified, which seems next to
mysterious tangible objects and unexplained aerial
impossible—such aliens would then be lying or are
sightings. Beyond all of that, some people lean
simply wrong about the spiritual.
towards alien UFOs and flying saucers because of
If aliens do exist, just because they may be
eyewitness testimonies from credible witnesses seemore advanced than we are, doesn’t mean they
ing non-human entities and/or people claiming to be
don’t make mistakes themselves. The same believthe victims of an alien abduction, which have led to
ers in alien life and crashed UFOs with dead alien

bodies believe they apparently do make fatal mistruth is essential for our
takes since their spaceships have crashed and they
SOUL—our most
have died, thereby proving they are also very fallivaluable possession
ble and mortal. They do make DEADLY mistakes!
(Mk. 8:36,37).
Some dismiss anyWe live in a world of wide-spread religious
thing related to aliens as
deception of all types. (See
https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/religious-deception
being demons, since
.htm for more important information.) That’s because
demons try to deceive, but
the devil is not in the lake of fire yet, but is now agto flippantly do that is to
gressively trying to devour us spiritually (1 Pet. 5:8).
overlook the vastness of
He does that with sinful temptations and a whole
the infinite universe,
host of different kinds of religious deceptions,
related empirical unrecwhich come in assorted forms and through variognized humanoid skeleous sources. For example, to mislead, the devil can
ton evidence, etc. The
and does produce religious anti-scriptural visions,
bible states in Rev. 10:6 that God created the
dreams, astounding miracles, etc. The devil also has
heavens and everything in them, which is allsome very sincere and articulate religious people
inclusive and leaves the door open for possible
spreading his toxic messages!
alien life. Eve became the mother of all living (Gen.
The only way anyone can
3:20) showing she is the mother of humanity here
detect his lies from God’s vital
on this planet and has no bearing at all on what
truth is to examine the mesGod has done on other planets in the vast heavens,
sage associated with the event
if anything. See
under consideration with the
https://evangelicaloutreach.org/aliens-and-religion.
bible—that is, the vision, miracle,
htm
etc.—or in this case the so-called “ET” spiritual
Finally, people who are obsessed with the
communication. The devil doesn’t care how he
topic of flying saucers, aliens and life on other
misleads you into hell. It
planets are off on a tangent,
Crashed
UFOs
with
dead
alien
bodies,
makes no difference to him if
missing the big picture—
if real, prove aliens do make fatal
it is through Hinduism, Iseternity. Why? Because once
mistakes since their spaceships have
lam, Catholicism, Mormonphysical death overtakes us,
ism, atheism, etc. or even a
crashed and they have died—showing
if aliens exist or not, will
supposed message from
have no relevance or importhey are also very fallible and mortal.
aliens from another planet!
tance at all. ONLY heart
They do make DEADLY mistakes!
Remember, any
purity through faith in Jesus
spiritual message that contradicts God’s word is
Christ will have any significance, and that alone
not true and must be rejected for your own good.
will be the all-important issue—determining our
God’s word is 100% truth, error-free, forever
entrance into Paradise with God or into a place of
settled and given for our correction and guidance
fiery torment with the devil and his children (Mt.
(Mt. 22:29; Jn. 10:35b; 17:17; 2 Tim. 3:16,17;
7:13,14; 25:41,46; 1 Cor. 6:9,10; Eph. 5:5-7; Rev.
etc.)—even to setting the humble repentant free
20:10; 21:1-8; etc.). Dear reader, for your soul’s
from his sin addictions upon repentance and a
sake, don’t deviate from the biblical message over
submissive faith in Christ Jesus (Acts 20:21; Rom.
anything. If you do, you are risking your SOUL.
6:22; John 8:34-36; Eph. 5:24a; etc.). The biblical
Seek the Lord and his truth as found in the bible,
message works! That is the all-important message
not contradictory messages from any source, inpeople need to know, protect and act upon. God is
cluding so-called aliens, which oppose the most
alive; he created our planet, the universe and us,
basic to vital truths of God’s word.
and he is to be trusted in and is our protector—
EvangelicalHoliness@gmail.com P (724) 632-3210
not aliens. Jesus of Nazareth did shed his blood
and die on the cross for our sins so we could have
eternal life through a submissive faith in him,
PO Box 265 Washington PA 15301
doing God’s will (Gal. 3: 26; Lk. 8:21 cf. 1 John
EOMin.Org P EvangelicalOutreach.org
5:12). To know, believe and act upon spiritual
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